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,_ 1 
Patent No. 1,816,416 to Baynard Willingham 

describes a knitting machine producing a con 
tinuous fabric by knitting together successive 
transverse plies of cotton roving. The product 
of that machine when out into lengths has come 
into extensive use in pads for the rollers of iron» 
ing machines, the product of the Willingham 
machine being cut into widths capable of wrap 
ping snugly around the roller. It will be under 
stood that when so cut and wound, the plies run 
circumferentially around the rollers. It has been 
the practice, for the purpose of aiding in this 
wrapping of the rollers, to sew or knit on one edge 
of the fabric produced in the machine as formed 
therein a strip of ñrm woven fabric, such as can 
vas, which, when the fabric is cut into lengths, 
may be first laid around the rollers to aid in an 
choring the fabric. This is termed the lead cloth. 
For best results in uniting the plies, the distance 
between the knitting needles should be relatively 
close together, producing longitudinal rows of 
stitches, distant from each other of say, 1A", and 
rthis has been the practice. It has been noticed, 
however, that in such pads they do not lie snugly 
on the roller. I have discovered that this can be 
obviated by increasing the distance between the 
rows of stitches fastening the lead cloth to the 
knitted fabric and making that distance greater 
than the distance between the stitches in the 
rest of the fabric. 
machine by which a knitted fabric constituted 
by successive plies of roving and having a lead 
cloth attached thereto by stitches separated by 
a distance greater than the distance separating 
the stitches on the rest of the fabric may be pro 
duced. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings in 
which corresponding parts are designated by cor 
responding marks of reference, 

Figure 1 is a section through a roller having 
the pad produced on my improved machine 
wound thereon. 

` ' Figure 2 is a front view of the pad produced 
by my machine. 

Figure 3 is a rear view thereof. 
Figure 4 is an enlarged View of a longitudinal 

section of a fabric as produced in my improved 
machine. 

Figure 5 is a vertical fore and aft section of the 
knitting mechanism taken on lines X5X5 of 
Figure 6 of such machine, and 

Figure 6 is a front elevation of such knitting 
mechanism. 
As shown in Figure 1 and in Figure 4, the main 

fabric consists of successive plies of roving a tied 

My invention consists of a - 
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2 
together and to a burlap backing b by a plurality 
of rows of> stitches a4, a5 extending from one face 
of the plies to the other. A one edge side is 
backed with a ribbon of canvas 54a, or other firm 
woven fabric, termed the lead cloth extending 
beyond the edges of the fabric while the balance 
of the width is backed only with the burlap, the ̀ 
sewing being accomplished as the successive plies 
are assembled. 
As shown in Figures 2 and 3, the rows of 

stitches a5 which tie the ’plies together and also 
fasten the canvas to the main fabric are farther 
apart than the rows of stitches a4 fastening mere 
ly the burlap to the main fabric. Thus at the 
edge we have stitches a5 fastening the plies to 
gether and securing the canvas, and stitches a4 
merely secure the plies together and to the bur 
lap, the rows alternating. The Width of the 
knitted fabric is that proper, after suitable trim 
ming of its edges, to wrap snugly around the 
ironing roller p and for this purpose it may be 
cut into lengths proper for the lengths of the 
roller to which it is to be applied. The canvas 
lead cloth serves to make the initial wrap around 
the roller as shown in Figure 1. 
To produce the article or pad such as just de 

scribed I modify the structure shown in the Wil 
lingham patent by suppressing the alternate 
`front knitting needles 5 Yat one side of the ma 
chine and by feeding a ribbon of canvas in back 
of the rovings at such side and restricting the 
Width of the burlap b so that except for a slight 
overlap with the canvas it covers only the rest 
of the knitted fabric. This is illustrated in Fig 
ures 5 and 6 in which the walls 2 form the ply 
guide for the plies of roving a fed thereto. A 
strip of burlap b is fed down the guide against 
the rear walls thereof, it being supplied thereto 
from a roller 53a mounted on the shaft 53. 
Against the front and rear walls of the guide ver 
tical’y reciprocate front and rear needles 5 and 
E projecting upwardly from the needle bars 4 
and 3 which are alternately raised and lowered. 
Above the guide are mounted the thread guides 
i6, the mounting being such that such thread 
guide swings back and forth and is shifted lat 
erally for each loop formed in the thread in the 
process of forming the stitches. 

All of the above is as described in the said 
Willingham patent, but in addition to what is 
there shown I provide a shaft 54 carrying a roll 
of canvas 5ta or other ñrmly woven fabric which 
is lead down the guide between the burlap and 
the rear wall, the overlap being that desired. 
When such a machine is operated a fabric will 
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be formed consisting of successive plies of roving 
united together and to the backing structures 
(i, e., the canvas and the burlap) by stitches 
formed in the thread as delivered by the thread 
guides and ,as looped ¢byethe front.` andback neef» 
dles, thus Acrea-ting azstitch both ‘.,fr'ont andçrear 
of the resultant fabric. 

5 

I further modify the structure shown in thefá 
said patent by suppressing or omitting alternate 
rear needles at that end of the guide frame cor-^v`r 
responding to that down Whichpthe. canvas‘is fed. 
Under these circumstances,awhile-the, stitches 

a5 extend through the plies and canvas, certain 
of the stitches a4; i. e., those in which the front 
needles are absent, have rnerelygloopszat theffront. 
side of the knitted fabric the` threads 'thereofnot‘ 
extending through the leadcl'oth. This I`ñnd~< 
tends to produce a smooth wrap around the iron 
ing roller. 
The present application. is a division of my prior 

application zSer. '.,Nmp 41,676; ñledx.September;-;3,`> 

PàidQv 
f Havings-thus“ described ̀ ~my ~invention,_r what I 
claim 'is :‘  

1;. In‘ïaîmachine for?the manufacture lof ¿a 'knit 
fabric consistingfof successive; pliespzof fibrous 
roving ‘ and '  an i edging.V ̀ of:_;"vv,ov_en fabric united 

thereto by knitting, the combination-‘sof> a ply 
guide;H knitting niechanisirr,V comprisingaaplurality 
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of sets of needles in front and in the rear of the 
ply guide, other needles in the rear of the ply 
guide Without mating needles in front, and means ~ 
for supplying thread to the said needles. 

2. in a machine` for the manufacturel of a knit 
fabric consistingßí successive plies’> of:;`flbrous 
roving and an edging of Woven fabric united 
thereto by knitting, the combination with a guide, 
means for feeding successive plies of fibrous rov 
ing' thereto, means for feeding a slip of woven 
fabric ,down thesaidguide behind the rovings, 
a knittinghmeeh‘anism comprising a plurality of 
sets of verticallyireciprocating needles, each set 
consisting of front and rear needles, a plurality 

"of: additional rear-needles interposed between the 
aforesaid sets q-of fneedles adjacent to one end of 
the guide,_„and,means for feeding thread to the 
said needles. 

HORACE C. GRANT. 
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